
Birds Are Definitely Real

It is no secret that the American government likes to keep an eye on the American

people, but according to believers of the Birds Aren’t Real movement, it is in fact a secret that

the American government has been spying on the American people through the usage of spy

drones disguised as regular flying birds. Believers of this theory argue that birds were at one

point completely eliminated by the United States government using a bird-specific poison. Then,

the birds were replaced by ‘Robot Birds’ later to be called ‘drones’ to keep surveillance of the

American people. Now, the birds capture the actions of Americans every day. Believers of the

Birds Aren’t Real movement believe that birds are government-made spy drones, and this is

highly unlikely due to widely accepted beliefs by the scientific community and American people.

The purpose of the Birds Aren’t Real movement and organization is to expose the United

States government for violating the rights of the American people through constant surveillance

without consent. To do this, self-named “Bird Truthers”, believers in this theory, raise awareness

through spreading the general message that birds are not real with an online presence and

physical merchandise. This theory has a more extensive history than I had imagined prior to real

research. On the organization's website birdsarentreal.com, there is a three-chapter backstory

explaining the origins of the theory. The roots of this theory are based on the timeline following

the founding of the CIA in 1947. According to the Birds Aren’t Real website, the reason the

government began to keep close watch on people residing in America was to detect any potential

communist spy threats from foreign countries. In 1953, the idea to plant cameras in public was

mentioned by CIA director Allen Dulles and first approved by President Dwight D. Eisenhower.
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Dulles also had the first idea of disguising the spyware as birds, since people generally stay away

from birds anyways. Between 1959 and 1971, twenty-three engineers entered Area 51 to design

and construct one hundred and twenty bombers to gas and kill all birds in the United States of

America. One engineer, Neil Ford, was left behind, and shared his story with people. He

mentioned how engineers were specifically chosen on the basis of not having a family, so that no

one would notice them going missing after the completion of this secret government project.

When John F. Kennedy became President, he was shown these prototype robot birds. He was

against the government spying on the American people through the usage of these strange

devices, and the CIA was aware of this, so they assassinated him. An unidentified “Patriot” (per

the Birds Aren’t Real website) obtained secret audio from an alleged secret meeting held in the

Jefferson Building on July 2nd, 1964. In this audio, one of the attendees mentions that real birds

have been disappearing for two years and that a solution must be found before the general public

notices. To construct the birds, it is hypothesized that secret undercover government agents

would go to nightclubs and bars in the 60s and 70s, offer LSD to unsuspecting people who

looked capable of building a robot bird, give them uniforms to wear as “costumes” for the party

they were told that they were attending. Instead, they were given a placebo drug, bussed to a

facility where the birds would be constructed, and convinced that they just had the most insane

drug trip of their life and that their memory of the ordeal was fake. The first secret Birds Aren’t

Real movement occurred in November 1975, which is decades before the movement grew

enough in popularity to gain a broader range of supporters. About two-thousand believers

gathered in Washington D.C. to demand the truth. Rallies continued until 1991, when they
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stopped abruptly. Traction for this movement started again in 2017, and the movement has been

growing in popularity since. (birdsarentreal.com). Bird Truthers modernly believe that Donald

Trump has been tactfully suppressing them through wide-scale regulation on media sites like

Instagram.

The Birds Aren’t Real movement makes egregious claims that living birds do not exist on

United States soil, and has a far-fetched history on the movement’s website. Given that the Bird

Truthers believe that all birds on United States soil are government spy drones, they believe that

the United States government has technology far beyond what we are aware of, as they are able

to flawlessly camouflage cameras to look like real birds with real feathers and organs. The robots

are so advanced that they exactly replicate biological organisms, and that just because they do

not have traditional wires and cameras, does not mean they are not drones. My personal favorite

claim is that bird poop is a specialized government tracking fluid, which is why birds commonly

defecate on cars. Another farcical claim made by the Bird Truthers is that pet birds are a

complete lie made in 2001, and it is highly advisable not to say confidential information around

them because they are government property. Since birds come in different shapes and sizes,

different birds even have different purposes; not all birds are solely for spying. On their website,

Bird Truthers claim that other countries such as China and Russia also survey their people

through bird drones and have admitted to it.

As evidence, the Birds Aren’t Real movement relies on eyewitness testimony, and top

secret information given by those allegedly involved in the creation of the fake birds.
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This hypothesis has low testability because the Bird Truthers believe that real biological birds

and government created drones are indistinguishable. If they are completely indistinguishable

physically, there is no possible way for anyone to test this. This hypothesis does not apply to

many scenarios, and offers an explanation for a few different things directly involved with the

birds, such as why birds may defecate on cars. This is not a simple theory for government

surveillance, as killing thousands of birds without the American people gaining suspicion seems

very complex. If this was a real event that had happened, it is highly unlikely that thousands of

people would have been tricked into thinking they took strong drugs and convinced not to speak

about it. Though, according to drugabuse.gov, an educational website for information about

drugs, in high doses, LSD can create extreme memory loss. With this information, it is possible

that people were severely brainwashed into thinking that they took very high doses of the

hallucinogenic. A common question that people have when discovering this theory is how the

United States government keeps real birds from flying back and forth from the United States to

Canada and Mexico. Bird Truthers claim that these birds fly back and forth with specific

missions such as drug trade, but for this to be true, the United States government would need to

definitively and discreetly interact with either drug cartels or the Mexican and Canadian

government to spread drugs. Believers claim that since foregin governments have used bird-like

drones to spy on citizens, there is no reason that the American government would do the same

thing. Many popular media sources, such as Independent, South Morning China Post, CNet, and

more have articles from 2018 detailing this discovery (independent.co.uk, smcp.com, cnet.com).

While such a wide-scale lie seems improbable, we are aware that the government watches us,
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and that is a well-founded belief, so the theory that the government could be watching us through

birds as drones is in fact based on a well-founded and known belief.

It is highly unlikely that birds do not exist anymore in the United States and have been

replaced by drones. We know this to be unlikely based on the fact that there are hundreds and

thousands of birds flying around the US, and they are commonly preyed upon by predators. This

theory does have a large scope, because it explains many things, such as why President Trump

wishes to change government censorship rules, why President Trump plans to build a wall

between Mexico and the United States, why birds are so scared of humans, and why birds often

defecate on cars. This theory is also not a simple explanation for why so many things happen, as

it has a very complicated backstory.  It is not possible that every bird in the United States is a

camera, but it is not entirely impossible that there are some birds who are drones, especially

because foregin governments with similar technology and advancements have created bird-like

drones.

Birds are definitely real, but drones disguised as birds may be as well. While highly

unlikely, it is possible that the government is watching us through some type of camera devices

hidden in birds. However, this theory is based on hearsay, there is not strong enough physical

evidence to support the theory in its entirety, and there are too many other explanations for

questions that this theory answers.SAM
PLE



Illegal Immigration is Not Ethical

Illegal immigration is the migration of individuals into a country in violation of a

country’s immigration laws. The argument of whether something is ethical just because it is in

violaton of a law directly applies to the concept of illegal immigration. Some believe that illegal

immigrants should be granted amnesty because it is ethical for them to break a country’s laws in

pursuit of personal benefit. Others understand that illegal immigration violates a country’s laws,

and since laws are made to benefit the general population, violating them usually infringes on the

safety and welfare of citizens in a given country in some way. Utilitarianism is a doctrine that

promotes happiness for the greatest number of people; if something benefits a greater number of

people than it does not, it is ethical. Illegal immigration is unethical because it benefits a smaller

population of people than it harms in terms of happiness.

According to former president of the United States of America, Donald Trump, illegal

immigration costs America more than two-hundred billion dollars a year. This figure may

possibly be inflated and does not have a clear souce, but it is true that illegal immigration is a

burden on the American taxpayer. In a print by the U.S. Government Printing Office of the

hearing before the committee on the judiciary House of Representatives one-hundred ninth

congress second session on August 2, 2006, “Nationwide, public education costs over $7,700 per

student per year. Most illegal immigrants with three young children are simply not going to pay

enough in taxes each year to cover the $23,000 cost of educating their children. Additionally, the

contribution of illegal immigrants to overcrowding in America's schools is a growing problem

across the United States.” It is acknowlwdged by the United States government that illegal

immigration harms our nation’s economic health in terms of a growing national debt and a
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heavier reliance on taxpayers. According to the United States Congressional Budget Office, in

2018, discretionary spending was appropriated across categories in defense and nondefense, with

more allocated towards nondefense expenditure. The United States spent over one hundred and

seventy-four billion dollars on social security, healthcare, and public education alone.

Considering income taxes nationwide, this means about fourteen percent of each taxpayer’s tax

money goes towards these socialized services. What does this mean for the average American?

Because tax rates rely on federalism, this does not mean the same for every American citizen. In

California, for example, we have a progressive tax system in which those with higher incomes

are taxed at a much higher rate than those with lower incomes. In the year 2018, those earning an

income of at least eighty-two thousand dollars were taxed at twenty-four percent. Those earning

five-hundred thousand or more were taxed at thirty-seven percent. For each demographic, a

significant amount of their personal earned money went to support other citizens, but more

importantly, non-citizens. It is completely unethical for the entire population of California to pay

high income taxes-in comparison to other states where there is a low static income tax rate or no

income tax at all- towards a group of individuals who committed a crime against America and

her people. America is just one example of a country where citizens suffer from illegal

immigration. In more socialized countries, like Canada, citizens are economically devastated

much more significantly.

There is no doubt that illegal immigration negatively affects a country’s economy and

each citizen’s personal money. Though some reach happiness through more than just monetary

expenditure, it is important to remember that one’s economic situation largely determines his or

her quality of life. In any country, those with more money are able to purchase more food to eat,
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a safe shelter to live in, and more material possessions or experiences that increase one’s level of

satisfaction.

Some argue that illegal immigration is ethical because those illegal immigrants do not

choose what kind of government they are born under, but this argument is invalid because they

are able to choose the decisions they make to reside in different countries. Migrants can choose

to legally migrate to America. Those who illegally immigrate to America are not only taking

money out of taxpayers’ pockets; they are also unfairly gaining access to America more quickly

than those migrants who took time to respect America and her people through a legal

immigration process that will provide a path to citizenship.

Illegal immigrantion takes away from taxpayers, like my father, and opportunity from

legal migrants, like my grandfather. My grandfather migrated with his family to the United States

legally from Mexico, and had so much respect for America that he chose to enlist in the Korean

War. This is an example of ethical immigration. This also highlights the point of utilitarianism;

one person going through war to benefit more people. Unethical immigration is illegal

immigration. An example of a circumstance that defies utilitarianism is someone illegally

crossing the Mexico-United States border and benefiting from free public education for his or her

children. Today, senators Kamala Harris and Bernie Sanders openly expressed their opinions

regarding illegal immigrants receiving free healthcare. Both senators believe that illegal

immigrants should be granted amnesty and given free healthcare. This is unethical to taxpayers;

healthcare is not free, it is paid for by American citizens who are either natural-born or who have

gained citizenship legally.SAM
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While it is sad that some individuals feel the need to leave their home countries in pursuit

of a different lifestyle in a different country, it is unethical for them to do so in a country with

any sort of social security, socialized healthcare, or socialized education. It provides a situation

in which more people are harmed than benefit from a given circumstance, which contradicts the

entire idea of utilitarianism.

Imagine a situation in which there are only 10,000 people living in a completely

undiscovered island located in a remote part of the world. The undiscovered civilization is just as

developed as the United States of America, and the government is deciding whether they should

become socialist and redistribute the wealth that is earned. The top 1% of earners earn exactly

$5,000,000,000 (in US currency, for simplicity) annually, the top 10% earn $150,000, the top

25% earn $75,000, the top 35% earn $65,000 and the top 50% earn 40,000. The average salary in

this society is $60,000. The government is trying to decide if the top 1%, 10%, and 25% of the

population should be taxed to redistribute the wealth across the population, and use the surplus

money for healthcare costs and public funding. The bottom 50% will not be taxed at all with this

reform, but instead given different amounts depending on whether they qualify to be in the

bottom 50% of earners ($20,000 to $40,000 annually) or the bottom 25% ($20,000 and less).

Those who earn $20,000-40,000 will receive $20,000, and the bottom 25% will receive $40,000.

The government will take $4,940,000 from each top earner so that they are each left with exactly

$60,000, and the same rule is applied to the rest of the population. All money earned that exceeds

each bracket will also be taken by the government. We can try to find out what will benefit the

most people and by how much by applying utilitarianism. So, by highly taxing (stealing from)

the top 35%, the government only steals from 35% of the population. While this may not seem
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like a lot of people, utilitarianism says we must take into account how much of an impact is

made, not just the amount of people that were impacted. So, we know that the top 1% makes a

staggering 5 billion annually. This means that each of the 100 people making that much will lose

4,940,000,000 or more. A thousand people will lose $90,000 or more, 2,500 people will lose

$15,000, and 3,500 people will lose $5,000 or more. This is only 65% of the population, but

since it greatly hurts a significant amount of the people, it is less favorable. Even though the

bottom 25% is gaining $40,000 and the bottom 50% is gaining $20,000, this is only half of the

population, and hinders the other half of the population more than the lower earners benefit. In

this scenario, the higher earners are losing more money total than the lower earners are receiving,

and the rest is going to the government for other spending. According to the principle of

utilitarianism, illegal immigration in the United States is unethical, on the basis that it harms

more peoople than it helps.
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Robert Rommelfanger is the Best Teacher

On the first day of my junior year of high school, I distinctly remember walking into

room 120 of Canyon High School; the walls were bright blue in color, but lacked decoration or

character, and a stern-looking bald man wearing thick-rimmed Ray Ban eyeglasses sat at the

large brown desk on the near side of the classroom. This bald man with poor vision was Mr.

Rommelfanger. I sat next to my friend, Trenten, and we patiently waited for class to start. I was

curious but unenthused to be in this class: I had heard horror stories of how one can hear Mr.

Rommelfanger yell through the walls of adjoining classrooms, and how his strict policies and

harsh grading ruined the grade point average of many. Less than ten minutes into the class, Mr.

Rommelfanger started by telling us that the majority of the students in the room would lead

average lives, with average jobs, making an average salary, married to an average-looking

spouse, which was not pleasant to hear. Around seventeen months later, I can comfortably

advocate that this stern, poorly-sighted, bald man can and will teach a student everything

necessary to become successful, and is the best teacher at Canyon High School, if not of all time.

Robert Rommelfanger is a registered Republican, college graduate, husband to esteemed

social science teacher Shelby Rommelfanger, father of three, and experienced language arts

teacher at Canyon High School. He is well experienced with the English language and public

speaking, and takes pride in leading the next generation of Americans to educational success

through discipline, writing, and social interaction. Robert Rommelfanger is the preeminent

teacher at Canyon High School, and is likely one of the most exceptional teachers to exist.SAM
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One of the most important qualities for any teacher to possess is oratory. For one to be a

considerable leader, he must also be a skilled orator. In writer Mathias Ostlund’s online article

Public Speaking is the Most Important Skill, he shares his opinion that “In a world where the

norm is to remain quiet and passive, the one who can break the silence will stand out like a giant,

attracting all the attention and admiration of the silent crowd” (Ostlund). Robert Rommelfanger

certainly attracts admiration, attention, and respect from his students when speaking, even if it is

simply to explain directions or read aloud. With Rommelfanger’s ability to flawlessly orate, he

radiates confidence and leadership among his students and peers. Because of his confidence,

expansive vocabulary, clear and audible tone, and voice inflection, Rommelfanger can

masterfully attain the attention of a room of people, and easily stand out as the most dominant

presence in the room. Another vital segment of being a great teacher is having raw intelligence.

It is obvious that Robert Rommelfanger exerts a high level of effort when conducting his classes,

but effort is not enough to prove oneself as a fantastic teacher. Raw intelligence is an important

component of being an exceptional teacher because it allows one to create a fair grading policy

and accurately estimate a student’s potential for success. If a student turns in an incomplete

assignment, his assignment is immediately deducted at least two points of five. I can recall

turning in an assignment where I left two boxes blank instead of indicating “not applicable” and

was brought down two points. From this experience, I learned that Rommelfanger takes off the

points for two reasons: one point for being incomplete, and one point so that the student will not

repeat the mistake. It is more than fair to grade an incomplete assignment with an incomplete

fraction, even if the assignment is only one word or letter away from being complete. Because of

Robert Rommelfanger’s raw intelligence, he is able to discern high effort from low effort and
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grade accordingly. He can deduct one’s personal ability and grade based on his expectations for

the student, rather than grading on a bell-curve or assuming that all students have been given the

same opportunity to succeed. His raw intelligence and steady flow of logical thought also allow

him to make important political decisions. Because he is a registered Republican, it is evident

that he is well-informed regarding politics, and his views stem from common sense.

While Robert Rommelfanger may at first seem severe and insensitive, he possesses

neither of these qualities. Instead, he is full of compassion and genuine yearning for his students’

success. High school teacher and blogger Alyssa Nucaro writes that “Teachers should model

compassion and acts of compassion on a daily basis, by complimenting students on their

successes and encouraging them to do better” (Nucaro). There is nothing more satisfying than

hearing Mr. Rommelfanger say, “I’m proud of you,” but one must earn these words through hard

work and success. Mr. Rommelfanger makes himself available at nutrition every day and lunch

on most days to any student that may seek his advice not only on writing for his class, but

anything else a student may seek help for. Numerous times, I have taken an essay to

Rommelfanger for his professional opinion. During the spring semester of my senior year of high

school, I was rejected from my dream school, the University of California Santa Barbara, and in

an attempt to mend my situation, I asked Mr. Rommelfanger, the most qualified writer and

speaker I know, to help me by giving me his honest thoughts about a letter I had written to appeal

my admission decision. Of course, he was more than willing to help me achieve my goal of

writing this letter. Rommelfanger is supportive through his words, but more importantly, his

actions. Due to his comprehensive understanding of the English language, he can detect any

grammatical error and teach his knowledge of the subject flawlessly. During my junior year of
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high school, in Rommelfanger's class, I was able to review the mechanics of grammar in the

English language. This is important not only because I use English to write and speak every day,

but also because I had an upcoming ACT exam towards the end of the school year that would be

a determining factor in college acceptance. On this exam, I scored a thirty-five out of thirty-six

on the English section, which focused heavily on grammar and mechanics. I was one question

away from a perfect score, and I attribute this to the knowledge passed down to me by Mr.

Rommelfanger. Near the end of my final year of high school, twenty-eight seniors of around

six-hundred were nominated for a Department Laureate Award. Of these twenty-eight, only

twelve were nominated to receive a Department Laureate Award for an academic subject, and

only three were nominated to receive the Laureate for the Language Arts Department. I was

honored as a nominee for the Language Arts Laureate Award. There was not a single point

throughout my entire high school experience that I would have believed that I would be

nominated for the Language Arts Laureate; I was a C and B English student for two years, while

the other two students have received nothing short of straight A grades, and are attending

prestigious universities such as the University of California Berkeley and the University of

Southern California. I was able to receive the honor of being nominated for this award because

of the skills I have learned in Mr. Rommelfanger’s class and the encouragement he has given me

over the course of two years as his student. Between his compassion for his student’s and his

knowledge of the English language, Rommelfanger provides his students with a multitude of

skills for success.

Some students believe that Robert Rommelfanger is a mean person, but this is simply

untrue. Rommelfanger constantly pushes his students to success through words of
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encouragement, discipline, and willingness to aid them in learning outside of his regular class

periods. Not only this, but his altruistic character is shown through his Christian beliefs, and his

willingness to help his children's sports teams as coach. His children and wife love him

unconditionally, and his students that get to know him respect him endlessly.

I am so thankful to have had such an enlightening experience in which I have learned

respect, discipline, time management, writing skills, and of course, grammar. Throughout

elementary school, middle school, and high school, I have had the pleasure of having many good

teachers. However, I know that Mr. Robert Rommelfanger has been the best teacher that I have

had. It is unfortunate that more students do not get the pleasure of learning as much as I did in

such a short time-frame from such a respectable and exceptional person. There is not a seven

paragraph essay structure that could possibly encompass everything that I learned in Mr.

Rommelfanger’s class.

Moving forward, I will always remember the life lessons and language lessons taught to

me by Mr. Robert Rommelfanger. I wish that one day, I will be lucky enough to have some sort

of teacher, eductor, or instructor with teaching skills comparable to Mr. Rommelfanger’s, but so

far, this dream has not been met. Throughout my three years of university, I have yet to learn

from another educator who can come close to matching Rommelfanger and his exceptional

teaching ability. Robert Rommelfanger was one of the most influential people of my entire high

school experience, and I am so grateful for every minute of his class and his time spent helping

me achieve many writing-related goals. With the love for writing I have developed through these

two years, I have made the decision to take advantage of San Diego State University’s Rhetoric

and Writing program, and centered my major around the subject of rhetoric and writing. SDSU’s
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Rhetoric and Writing Studies program is one of the best writing programs statewide, and it is

only offered at a few select schools. UCSB does not have Rhetoric and Writing as a minor, so

maybe my rejection was a step in the right direction. I am so grateful that I have been able to

build upon the skills I learned regarding writing and communication in Mr. Rommelfanger’s

class, and I cannot wait to see how they can continue to assist me in working towards future

successes.
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